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The Routine for the First 3 Weeks of Each Unit 

Monday – Teach Spelling Rule  

Tuesday – Spelling List for Study and Practice  

Wednesday – Animated Shorts with Handouts  

Thursday – Practice/Quiz  

Friday – Optional Spelling Test  

 

The Routine for Week 4 of Each Unit  

Week 4 of each unit is set aside for review.  Review is covered with both printable 

practice and games.  

A unit test is also provided. 

 

Games included: 

Unit 1 – Trail Game 

Unit 2 – Ludo 

Unit 3 – Snakes and Ladders 

Unit 4 – Dice Game 

Unit 5 – Connect 4 

Unit 6 – Dots and Boxes 

Unit 7 – Memory Games 

Unit 8 – Bump Games 
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I love interactive notebooks. I have 

found students return again and 

again to their notebooks to find rules 

and examples. The only problem is 

foldable organizers take a lot of time 

to create. Because of this, I played 

around with paper to come up with 

a design that is quick and easy for 

students to make.  

Rules are taught with 

instructional videos paired with 

organizers. 

Some units have weekly 

instructional videos; others have 

one video lesson that reviews 

the skills for the unit. 

Have students watch the 

instructional video that goes 

with the organizer. Pause the 

video when instructed to do so. 

Have students complete the 

organizer. Next have students 

watch the remainder of the 

video to check their answers.  
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Week Skill 
1 sh, ch, x, s, or z Plurals and Y to I Plurals 
2 f, ff, or fe Plurals and o Plurals 
3 Irregular Plurals 
4 Plural Rules Review 

Week Skill 
5 Short Vowels 
6 Long a and Long e 
7 Long i and Long o 
8 Vowel Review 

Week Skill 
9 Vowel Sounds /oo/, /yoo/ 
10 /ie or ei/,  Words Ending in Y, the Letter, Q, Hard and Soft G and C 

Sounds 
11 Diphthongs - /ou or ow/ /au or aw/, / oi or oy/ 
12 Special Vowels Review 

Week Skill 
13 Vowel Consonant (VCCV and VCV) Patterns 
14 Vowel Consonant (VCCCV and VV) Patterns 
15 Letters that Remain Together (Final Stable Syllables) 
16 Vowel Consonant Patterns Review 

Scope and Sequence for the Series 
Each unit is a stand-alone. Units can be taught in any order. 
Unit 1 – Plural Rules 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Unit 2 – Vowels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unit 3 – Special Vowels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unit 4 – Vowel-Consonant Patterns 
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Week Skill 
17 ER, IR, and UR making ûr sound 
18 Letters OR making ôr, ûr, and ∂r sounds 
19 Letters AR making är, ∂r, ôr, and âr sounds 
20 R-Controlled Vowels Review 

Week Skill 

21 Silent Syllables + The Not so Silent E 
22 Silent Letters K, W, and B 
23 Silent Letters C, H, and G/GH  
24 Review Silent Letters 

Week Skill 
25 Doubling Final Consonant 
26 Drop/Keep Final E  
27 Y to I 
28 Suffix Review 

Week Origin 
29 German  
30 French  
31 Spanish 
32 Words from Other Languages Review 

Unit 5 – R-Controlled Vowels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit 6 – Silent Letters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit 7 – Spelling Changes when Adding Suffixes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit 8 – Words from Other Languages 
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Common Core Skills 

Skill 3rd Grade 4th Grade 5th Grade 6th Grade 

Grammar CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1.B 

Form and use regular and irregular plural 

nouns. 

      

Spelling CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.2.E 

Use conventional spelling for high-

frequency and other studied words and 

for adding suffixes to base words 

(e.g., sitting, smiled, cries, happiness). 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.2.D 

Spell grade-appropriate 

words correctly, consulting 

references as needed. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.E 

Spell grade-appropriate 

words correctly, consulting 

references as needed. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.2.B, 

etc.  Spell correctly. 

  

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.2.F 

Use spelling patterns and generalizations 

(e.g., word families, position-based 

spellings, syllable patterns, ending rules, 

meaningful word parts) in writing words. 

      

Dictionary CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.2.G 

Consult reference materials, including 

beginning dictionaries, as needed to 

check and correct spellings. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.2.D 

Spell grade-appropriate 

words correctly, consulting 

references as needed. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.4.C 

Consult reference 

materials (e.g., 

dictionaries, glossaries, 

thesauruses), both print 

and digital, to find the 

pronunciation and 

determine or clarify the 

precise meaning of key 

words and phrases. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.4.C 

Consult reference 

materials (e.g., 

dictionaries, glossaries, 

thesauruses), both print 

and digital, to find the 

pronunciation of a word or 

determine or clarify its 

precise meaning or its part 

of speech. 

      CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.4.D 

Verify the preliminary 

determination of the 

meaning of a word or 

phrase (e.g., by checking 

the inferred meaning in 

context or in a dictionary). 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/2/e/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/2/e/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/2/e/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/4/2/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/4/2/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/4/2/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/2/e/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/2/e/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/2/e/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/6/2/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/6/2/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/6/2/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/2/f/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/2/f/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/2/f/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/2/g/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/2/g/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/3/2/g/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/4/2/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/4/2/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/4/2/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/6/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/6/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/6/4/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/6/4/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/6/4/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/6/4/d/
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To check out the video lessons and organizers, try one of these free samples: 
 
Context Clues - This is the digital version. Here you will find the printable version. 
 
Root Words - This is the digital version. Here you will find the printable version. 
 

Suffixes - Get the pdf with all links to resources here. 
 
Prefixes - Get the pdf with all links to resources here. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1T7rI0Hp46ELmXnx39gtoJGaoG33SvukQ8WP9MdF2GHs/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10DRxQH1Ffj09pFDzT77Pwdd6zQa68VnUVs6tBBR4LuY/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pLlhn5SKu1CeijUQfbE7KQbLAMl3Oj_z5TsY0sJ8hBA/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1prMycHPq5dXVc18_NAcm8fdeRfsyYlgT-AIv1dpoL3w/copy
https://bookunitsteacher.com/vocabulary/Links-to-Suffix-Activities.pdf
https://bookunitsteacher.com/vocabulary/Links-to-Suffix-Activities.pdf
https://bookunitsteacher.com/vocabulary/Links-to-Prefix-Activities.pdf
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Sample Lesson - Homophones 

 

Lesson Words 

 

 

 

Essential Question 

What are homophones and how do I know which word to use? 

Teacher Information  

A homophone is a word that sounds the same as another word but has a different meaning and/or spelling. Right and 

write are homophones because they are pronounced the same but have different meanings. Homophones may also 

have the same spelling and same pronunciation such as bark (covering of a tree) and bark (sound a dog makes). 

Lesson Activities for Homophones 

•Rules Practice 

•Word List  

•Animated Shorts Activity #1 - Creative Tanks 

•Animated Shorts Activity #2 - Caveman 

•Practice Activity 

homophone homonym homograph 

heteronym pronunciation 

Basic Words: waist, waste, patience, 
patients, rite, right, write, muscle, 
mussel, principal, principle, 
summary, summery, sight, cite, 
site, stationary, stationery, coward, 
cowered 
Review Words: berry, bury, hangar, 
hanger 
Challenge Words: barren, baron, 
burrow, burro, borough 
1. 
affect 
2. 
effect 
3. 
allowed 
4. 
aloud 
5. 
aisle 
6. 
isle 
7. 
I'll 
8. 
patience 
9. 
patients 
1. 
weather 
2. 
whether 
3. 
accept 
4. 
except 
5. 
ceiling 
6. 
sealing 
7. 
hanger 
8. 
hangar 
9. 
alter 
10. 
altar 
 

https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=8256785
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=8256785
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=8256785
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=8256785
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=8256785
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=8256785
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=8256785
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=8256785
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=8256785
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=7294819
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=7294819
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=7294819
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=7294819
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=7294819
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=7294819
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=7294819
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=7294819
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=7294819
https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=7294819


Creative Tanks  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixGG6Bd6vNA 

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6injsn 

https://vimeo.com/33265113 

 

Where to Find the Animated Shorts 

Cavemen Funny Animated 3D- short animation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTnUCGoBp3E 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5t1VKoRkTj4 

https://vimeo.com/116628746 

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2v32xw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LG4IGSXBDU 

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3j7pwz 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gZNDr-llv8 

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6huc08 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkszmc9eMl4 (10:17 Long Version) 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixGG6Bd6vNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixGG6Bd6vNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixGG6Bd6vNA
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6injsn
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6injsn
https://vimeo.com/33265113
https://vimeo.com/33265113
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTnUCGoBp3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTnUCGoBp3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTnUCGoBp3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5t1VKoRkTj4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5t1VKoRkTj4
https://vimeo.com/116628746
https://vimeo.com/116628746
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2v32xw
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2v32xw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LG4IGSXBDU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LG4IGSXBDU
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3j7pwz
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3j7pwz
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3j7pwz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gZNDr-llv8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gZNDr-llv8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gZNDr-llv8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gZNDr-llv8
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6huc08
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6huc08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkszmc9eMl4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkszmc9eMl4


This link takes you to the Google Slides that have 

all been placed in one presentation for this sample 

spelling unit on homophones.  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ppUPG3MUqUY4TlFWdQbBQ89C9WI9VNiZ7rrH3uflu1Q/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ppUPG3MUqUY4TlFWdQbBQ89C9WI9VNiZ7rrH3uflu1Q/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ppUPG3MUqUY4TlFWdQbBQ89C9WI9VNiZ7rrH3uflu1Q/copy


 

Think of homonyms, homophones, heteronyms, and homographs the same way you can define quadrilaterals.  

 

Just like a square is a specialized type of rectangle, homophones are a specialized type of homonyms. Likewise, heteronyms 

are a specialized type of homograph. 

 

  
Homophones 

______________________________________________________________ 

OR 

______________________________________________________________ 

All homophones are homonyms, but not all homonyms are 

homophones. 

Homographs 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

OR 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

All homographs are homonyms and heteronyms  

but not all heteronyms are homographs. 

 

Heteronyms 

 

______________________________________ 

Homonyms 

_______________________________________________ 

OR 

_______________________________________________ 

OR 

_______________________________________________ 
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______________ 
______________ 

 (rou) (rō) 

______________ 
(băs) (bās) 

_______________ 

________ _______ 

_______________ _______________ 

 

______________ 
(rɪˈkɔrd) (rĭ-kôrd′) 

Rules Practice 

_______________ 
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Vocabulary List for Homophones 

1. affect 

2. effect 

3. patience 

4. patients  

5. principal 

6. principle 

7. sight 

8. cite 

9. site  

10.accept 

11.except 

12.burrow 

13.burro 

14.borough 

 

 

 

Fill in the blanks with words from the vocabulary list. 

AFFECT or EFFECT 

1. __________________________ means to act on or change someone or something 

2. __________________________ means to cause something to happen 

PATIENCE or PATIENTS 

1. __________________________ people who receive medical care or treatment 

2. __________________________ the ability to wait for a long time without becoming annoyed or upset 

PRINCIPAL or PRINCIPLE 

1. __________________________ a moral rule or belief that helps you know what is right and wrong and 

that influences your actions 

2. __________________________ the person in charge of a public school or most important 

SIGHT, CITE, or  SITE 

1. __________________________ the place where something (such as a building) is, was, or will be 

located 

2. __________________________ the sense through which a person or animal becomes aware of light, 

color, etc., by using the eyes : the ability to see 

ACCEPT or EXCEPT 

1. __________________________ not including (someone or something) : other than (something or 

someone)  

2. __________________________ to receive or take (something offered) 

BURROW, BURRO, or BOROUGH 

1. __________________________ a small donkey  

2. __________________________ a village, town, or part of a large city that has its own government  or 

one of the five main sections of New York City 

3. __________________________ a hole or tunnel in the ground that an animal (such as a rabbit or fox) 

makes to live in or for safety 



Animated Short Activity #1 - Creative Tanks  

Correct the homophone mistakes in this summary 

for Creative Tanks. 

A spaceship glides threw space. An alien sleeps 

at the control panel. Soon the ship’s fuel tank is 

empty. A warning signal goes off, and the 

spaceship stops. 

The warning causes the control panel operator to 

wake up and call the workers to the fuel lab. All 

the workers have large glass domes on their 

heads filled with a blew liquid. One worker lags 

behind the others. His dome is filled with read 

liquid. At first, the security system want let the 

alien with the red liquid inn the fuel lab. 

Eventually, the door opens, and he goes inside. 

The room is filled with workstations. Each worker 

sits at a different station typing formulas on 

computers. As they work, the liquid in their heads 

slowly empties into barrels. 

The alien with red liquid continues typing formulas 

but gets only error messages. Another alien 

laughs at him. 

After a time, all the aliens accept the one with 

the red liquid take filled barrels to the spaceship’s 

fuel tank. After the barrels are emptied into the 

fuel tank, the ship begins two guide across space. 

The alien with the red liquid gets an idea. He 

loads up a knew formula into his workstation 

computer. Before long, the liquid in the dome on 

his head turns green, and the barrel at his 

workstation begins to fill with green liquid. 

After the barrel is completely filled with green 

liquid, the alien races to put the green fuel in the 

ship’s fuel tank. The guard tries to stop him, but 

the alien gets the barrel to the ship’s tank. Once 

the green fuel goes into the tank, the ship takes 

off at warp speed. 

Correct the homophone mistakes in these facts about 

space. 

1. A rocket engine doesn’t need heir to operate like a 

jet engine does. 

2. Acoustic waives from a space rocket are so loud, 

they can destroy the rocket, so water is used to 

absorb the sound. 

3. Lightning storms on Jupiter and Saturn turn methane 

into carbon soot that falls and hardens into graphite 

and then diamonds. This means it reigns diamonds. 

4. Even a miner problem in space can end in 

catastrophe. One of the scarier rocket moments was 

caused by a faulty censor that was damaged during 

assembly on a Soyuz rocket. Luckily, the crew was 

able to make an emergency landing. The crew was 

unharmed. 

5. The space shuttle blasts into space like a rocket yet 

lands like a plain. 

6. The Discovery flu for almost 30 years totaling 150 

million miles over 365 days in space. 

7. After landing a krewe wearing protective gear tests 

for the presents of harmful chemical compounds to 

ensure the landing area is safe. 

8. Apollo 11 landed on the moon in an area called the 

See of Tranquility, a large plane formed by a 

volcanic eruption. 

9. The American flag that was planted on the moon by 

the Apollo 11 astronauts was maid by Sears. 

10.Erosion, earthquakes, whether, and volcanic flow 

cover up impact craters on Earth. 

11.Accept for Earth, the planets are named after the 

mythological Greek and Roman gods. 

 



Animated Short Activity #2 

Circle 5 homophone mistakes in this summary for Cavemen.  

In the Cavemen Series, a caveman is given modern 

inventions that he doesn’t understand. He uses the inventions 

incorrectly causing laugh out loud moments. 

The caveman is trying to build a fire by rubbing too stones 

together. A second caveman gives the first a lighter. The 

caveman rubs the lighter against a rock destroying it. After 

the lighter is crushed, the caveman throws it down as trash. 

The caveman carves a we’ll from a stone. The second 

caveman gives the first a rubber tire. The first caveman tries 

to carve the rubber tire puncturing it. The tire deflates. The 

caveman considers it trash. 

The caveman makes wings out of leaves. He flaps his arms as 

if to fly. The second caveman comes buy with a hang glider. 

He does not allow the first caveman to come close thinking 

he will harm the hang glider. He jumps off the cliff and glides 

a short distance before a Pterodactyl comes along and picks 

him up. The first caveman decides flying isn’t for him and 

walks away. The caveman with the hang glider is scene in a 

nest with to young Pterodactyls. The mother flies over giving 

each one of her young and the caveman with the hang 

glider a fish to eat. 

Challenge: List 3 homophones in this passage that have the 

same spelling but could have a completely different 

meaning. 

 

 

Correct the homophone mistakes in these facts 

about cavemen. 

1. The Stone Age began about 2.6 million years 

ago and continued until the introduction of 

metal tools around 3300 BC. The Stone Age is 

divided into three periods. The periods very from 

region to region because they are measured 

bye the advancement of humans. 

2. Neanderthals were the first humans to berry 

there dead. They believed in the after-life, so 

tools and flour pollen were buried with them. 

3. Stone Age humans maid tools out of stone, 

wood, and bone.  

4. People living in the Stone Age eight meet and 

fish. They wood have also eaten fruits, berries, 

nuts, and seeds. 

5. The Neolithic or New Stone Age began with 

farming. People kept a heard of sheep or cows 

for a ready supply of meat, leather, bone, and 

milk.  

6. Humans started carving cymbals and signs on 

walls of caves during the Stone Age. Cave 

paintings have been found of various animals 

including the stag, hoarse, bird, bison, and bull. 

7. During the Mesolithic Period of the Stone Age, 

people used they’re dogs to help them hunt.  

8. Some researchers believe humans started 

wearing clothes about 500,000 years ago. 

Around 42,000 years ago, the first needle was 

invented. This aloud people to wear clothing 

that was more secure. 

9. The first pear of shoes was made about 5500 

years ago. They were made with a single peace 

of leather sewn together on top. 

 

Word First Meaning Second Meaning 



Fill in the blanks with words (or forms of the words) from the vocabulary list. 

1. Several patients were waiting to see the dentist. 

2. Chick-fil-A is open every day __________________________ Sundays. 

3. It is against my __________________________ to cheat on a test. 

4. The rabbit lived in a __________________________ on the side of the hill. 

5. The __________________________ at our school is a kind and fair lady.  

6. After surgery, they man regain __________________________ in his left eye. 

7. The weather __________________________  [means influenced] our plans.  

8. The article __________________________ several experts. 

9. You must wear a helmet at the construction __________________________ . 

10. It takes a lot of __________________________ to wait in line for hours to buy concert tickets. 

11.The weather had an __________________________  [means made or caused] on our plans. 

12. I will __________________________ your proposal. 

13.The __________________________ carried out camping gear into the canyon. 

14.Bronx and Manhattan are both a part of New York City, but each is also an independent ___________________ . 

Practice Activity 



Answer Keys 
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Think of homonyms, homophones, heteronyms, and homographs the same way you can define quadrilaterals.  

 

Just like a square is a specialized type of rectangle, homophones are a specialized type of homonyms. Likewise, heteronyms 

are a specialized type of homograph. 

 

  
Homophones 

[same spelling / same pronunciation] 

OR 

[different spelling / same pronunciation] 

All homophones are homonyms, but not all homonyms are 

homophones. 

Homographs 

 

[same spelling / same pronunciation] 

OR 

[same spelling / different pronunciation] 

 

All homographs are homonyms and heteronyms  

but not all heteronyms are homographs. 

 

Heteronyms 

 

[same spelling / different pronunciation] 

Homonyms 

 

[same spelling / same pronunciation] 

OR 

[different spelling / same pronunciation] 

OR 

[same spelling / different pronunciation] 
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ring 
row 

 (rou) (rō) 

bat 

bass 
(băs) (bās) 

mouse 

beat beet 

bawl    ball 
record 

(rɪˈkɔrd) (rĭ-kôrd′) 

Rules Practice – Answer Key 
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Vocabulary List for Homophones – Answer Key 

1. affect 

2. effect 

3. patience 

4. patients  

5. principal 

6. principle 

7. sight 

8. cite 

9. site  

10.accept 

11.except 

12.burrow 

13.burro 

14.borough 

 

 

 

Fill in the blanks with words (or forms of the words) from the vocabulary list. 

AFFECT or EFFECT 

1. ___affect___ means to act on or change someone or something 

2. ___effect___ means to cause something to happen 

PATIENCE or PATIENTS 

1. ___patients___ people who receive medical care or treatment 

2. ___patience___ the ability to wait for a long time without becoming annoyed or upset 

PRINCIPAL or PRINCIPLE 

1. ____principle____ a moral rule or belief that helps you know what is right and wrong and that influences 

your actions 

2. ___principal____ the person in charge of a public school or most important 

SIGHT, CITE, or  SITE 

1. ____site___ the place where something (such as a building) is, was, or will be located 

2. ____sight____ the sense through which a person or animal becomes aware of light, color, etc., by using 

the eyes : the ability to see 

3. ____cite____ to write or say the words of (a book, author, etc.)  

ACCEPT or EXCEPT 

1. ___except___ not including (someone or something) : other than (something or someone)  

2. __accept__ to receive or take (something offered) 

BURROW, BURRO, or BOROUGH 

1. ____burro____ a small donkey  

2. ____borough____ a village, town, or part of a large city that has its own government  or one of the five 

main sections of New York City 

3. ____burrow____ a hole or tunnel in the ground that an animal (such as a rabbit or fox) makes to live in or 

for safety 



Animated Short Activity #1 - Creative Tanks  

Correct the homophone mistakes in this summary 

for Creative Tanks. 

A spaceship glides through space. An alien sleeps 

at the control panel. Soon the ship’s fuel tank is 

empty. A warning signal goes off, and the 

spaceship stops. 

The warning causes the control panel operator to 

wake up and call the workers to the fuel lab. All 

the workers have large glass domes on their 

heads filled with a blue liquid. One worker lags 

behind the others. His dome is filled with red liquid. 

At first, the security system won’t let the alien with 

the red liquid in the fuel lab. Eventually, the door 

opens, and he goes inside. 

The room is filled with workstations. Each worker 

sits at a different station typing formulas on 

computers. As they work, the liquid in their heads 

slowly empties into barrels. 

The alien with red liquid continues typing formulas 

but gets only error messages. Another alien 

laughs at him. 

After a time, all the aliens except the one with the 

red liquid take filled barrels to the spaceship’s fuel 

tank. After the barrels are emptied into the fuel 

tank, the ship begins to guide across space. 

The alien with the red liquid gets an idea. He 

loads up a new formula into his workstation 

computer. Before long the liquid in the dome on 

his head turns green, and the barrel at his 

workstation begins to fill with green liquid. 

After the barrel is completely filled with green 

liquid, the alien races to put the green fuel in the 

ship’s fuel tank. The guard tries to stop him, but 

the alien gets the barrel to the ship’s tank. Once 

the green fuel goes into the tank, the ship takes 

off at warp speed. 

Correct the homophone mistakes in these facts about 

space. 

1. A rocket engine doesn’t need air to operate like a 

jet engine does. 

2. Acoustic waves from a space rocket are so loud, 

they can destroy the rocket, so water is used to 

absorb the sound. 

3. Lightning storms on Jupiter and Saturn turn methane 

into carbon soot that falls and hardens into graphite 

and then diamonds. This means it rains diamonds. 

4. Even a minor problem in space can end in 

catastrophe. One of the scarier rocket moments was 

caused by a faulty sensor that was damaged during 

assembly on a Soyuz rocket. Luckily, the crew was 

able to make an emergency landing. The crew was 

unharmed. 

5. The space shuttle blasts into space like a rocket yet 

lands like a plane. 

6. The Discovery flew for almost 30 years totaling 150 

million miles over 365 days in space. 

7. After landing a crew wearing protective gear tests 

for the presence of harmful chemical compounds to 

ensure the landing area is safe. 

8. Apollo 11 landed on the moon in an area called the 

Sea of Tranquility, a large plain formed by a volcanic 

eruption. 

9. The American flag that was planted on the moon by 

the Apollo 11 astronauts was made by Sears. 

10.Erosion, earthquakes, weather, and volcanic flow 

cover up impact craters on Earth. 

11.Except for Earth, the planets are named after the 

mythological Greek and Roman gods. 

 



Animated Short Activity #2 

Circle 5 homophone mistakes in this summary for Cavemen.  

In the Cavemen Series, a caveman is given modern 

inventions that he doesn’t understand. He uses the inventions 

incorrectly causing laugh out loud moments. 

The caveman is trying to build a fire by rubbing two stones 

together. A second caveman gives the first a lighter. The 

caveman rubs the lighter against a rock destroying it. After 

the lighter is crushed, the caveman throws it down as trash. 

The caveman carves a wheel from a stone. The second 

caveman gives the first a rubber tire. The first caveman tries 

to carve the rubber tire puncturing the tire. The tire deflates. 

The caveman considers it trash. 

The caveman makes wings out of leaves. He flaps his arms as 

if to fly. The second caveman comes by with a hang glider. 

He does not allow the first caveman to come close thinking 

he will harm the hang glider. He jumps off the cliff and glides 

a short distance before a Pterodactyl comes along and picks 

him up. The first caveman decides flying isn’t for him and 

walks away. The caveman with the hang glider is seen in a 

nest with two young Pterodactyls. The mother flies over giving 

each one of her young and the caveman with the hang 

glider a fish to eat. 

Challenge: List 3 homophones in this passage that have the 

same spelling but could have a completely different 

meaning. 

 

Correct the homophone mistakes in these facts 

about cavemen. 

1. The Stone Age began about 2.6 million years 

ago and continued until the introduction of 

metal tools around 3300 BC. The Stone Age is 

divided into three periods. The periods vary 

from region to region because they are 

measured by the advancement of humans. 

2. Neanderthals were the first humans to bury 

their dead. They believed in the after-life, so 

tools and flower pollen were buried with them. 

3. Stone Age humans made tools out of stone, 

wood, and bone.  

4. People living in the Stone Age ate meat and 

fish. They would have also eaten fruits, berries, 

nuts, and seeds. 

5. The Neolithic or New Stone Age began with 

farming. People kept a herd of sheep or cows 

for a ready supply of meat, leather, bone, and 

milk.  

6. Humans started carving symbols and signs on 

walls of caves during the Stone Age. Cave 

paintings have been found of various animals 

including the stag, horse, bird, bison, and bull. 

7. During the Mesolithic Period of the Stone Age, 

people used their dogs to help them hunt.  

8. Some researchers believe humans started 

wearing clothes about 500,000 years ago. 

Around 42,000 years ago the first needle was 

invented. This allowed people to wear clothing 

that was more secure. 

9. The first pair of shoes was made about 5500 

years ago. They were made with a single 

piece of leather sewn together on top. 

Word First Meaning Second Meaning 

down 
from a higher to a lower 

place or position 

small and very soft 

feathers 

leaves Plural of leaf to go away from 

fly 
 to move through the air 

with wings 

a small insect that 

has two wings 



Fill in the blanks with words (or forms of the words) from the vocabulary list. 

1. Several patients were waiting to see the dentist. 

2. Chick-fil-A is open every day except Sundays. 

3. It is against my principles to cheat on a test. 

4. The rabbit lived in a burrow on the side of the hill. 

5. The principal at our school is a kind and fair lady. 

6. After surgery, they man regain sight in his left eye. 

7. The weather affected [means influenced] our plans.  

8. The article cites several experts. 

9. You must wear a helmet at the construction site. 

10. It takes a lot of patience to wait in line for hours to buy concert tickets. 

11.The weather had an effect [means made or caused] on our plans. 

12. I will accept your proposal. 

13.The burro carried out camping gear into the canyon. 

14.Bronx and Manhattan are both a part of New York City, but each is also an independent borough. 

Practice Activity 
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